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Cabinet for 3, 5, 10 telephone connectors 

 

Description and Technical Characteristics of the Product: 

The telephone cabinets are used for indoor installation as the main and intermediate 

distribution points. Standard 10-pair telecommunications connectors (terminal blocks) 

are mounted inside. A screwdriver lock is installed in the cabinet as standard. 

Optionally, a key lock can be installed. A back mount frame for 3, 5, 10 connectors is 

built-in inside the cabinet. 

The cabinet is made of plastic, while the back mount frame is made of steel. 

 

 

Markings: 

 

Deep cabinet for 3 connectors; Code: FU/TEL/F-46730P 

Deep cabinet for 5 connectors; Code: FU/TEL/F-46750P 

Deep cabinet for 10 connectors; Code: FU/TEL/F-467100P 

Compatible products: 

 

Non-detachable telephone connector (grey), code: FU/TEL/F-10 

Detachable telephone connector (white), code: FU/TEL/F-11 

Grounding telephone connector (orange), code: FU/TEL/F-14 

Frame for flush-mounting of deep cabinet for 3 connectors, code: FU/TEL/F-46830 

Frame for flush-mounting of deep cabinet for 5 connectors, code: FU/TEL/F-46850 

Frame for flush-mounting of deep cabinet for 10 connectors Code: FU/TEL/F-468100 

Deepening frame for deep cabinet for 3 connectors, code: FU/TEL/F-46930F 

Deepening frame for deep cabinet for 5 connectors, code: FU/TEL/F-46950F 

Deepening frame for deep cabinet for 10 connectors, code: FU/TEL/F-469100F 

Metal lock with key code: FU/TEL/F-467L 

Technical parameters: 

Mechanical: 

dimensions (W x H x D) 

Deep cabinet for 3 connectors - 140x170x75 

Deep cabinet for 5 connectors - 215x215x75 

Deep cabinet for 10 connectors - 215x320x75 

colour - grey 

weight - 110/200/355g 

Notes:  

 

The boxes are sold without connectors. 

 

We have made every effort to ensure that the information presented is accurate and complete. However, we are not 
responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the data and, in particular, we cannot guarantee that this specification 
does not contain errors or mistakes. The information contained in this specification may be changed at any time without 
notice. 
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